Rapid microparticle patterning by enhanced dielectrophoresis effect on a double-layer electrode substrate.
We present a feasible dielectrophoresis (DEP) approach for rapid patterning of microparticles on a reusable double-layer electrode substrate in microfluidics. Simulation analysis demonstrated that the DEP force was dramatically enhanced by the induced electric field on top interdigitated electrodes. By adjusting electric field intensity through the bottom electrodes on thin glass substrate (100 μm), polystyrene particles (10 μm) were effectively patterned by top electrodes within several seconds (<5 s). The particle average velocity can reach a maximum value of about 20.0±3.0 μm/s at 1 MHz with the strongest DEP force of 1.68 pN. This approach implements integration of functional electrodes into one substrate and avoids direct electrical connection to biological objects, providing a potential lab-on-chip system for biological applications.